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Welcome to the MMGM Newsletter
It takes courage to care, to open your
heart and react with sympathy or
compassion or indignation or
enthusiasm when it is easier – and
sometimes safer – not to get involved.
But people who take the risk, who
deliberately discard the armor of
indifference, make a tremendous
discovery: The more things you care
about, and the more intensely you
care, the more alive you become.

Loan Originators Now Required for Residential
Financing Except….. (More of Mortgage Reform
in 2014)
By Heidi Rib Brent, Esq.
The Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau
(CFPB) issued new rules
as a part of the Truth in
Lending Act (TILA) and
the Secure and Fair
Enforcement for
Mortgage Licensing Act
(SAFE). The rules
became effective in
January and impact
loans on real property
with residential
dwellings of one to four
units. The rules are not
limited to first liens or
primary residences, but
do not extend to timeshares and some of the
provisions do not apply
to home equity open
credit loans (HELOCs).
A “Loan Originator” is an
individual or organization that, for compensation or other monetary
gain, performs services
in connection with a
loan, including: taking
an application, assisting
a consumer in applying,

offering or negotiating
terms, extending
credit, advertising
such services to the
public or even
referring a consumer
to a lender. Licensed
real estate brokers are
not considered Loan
Originators for
providing real estate
brokerage services, as
long as they are not
compensated by a
Loan Originator or
lender (except for the
payment of the real
estate commissions
on behalf of the
consumer). However,

real estate brokers must
ensure they do not cross
the line into providing
services in connection
with a loan.
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Loan Originators Now Required for Residential Financing Except…(More of Mortgage Reform in 2014) —CONTINUED
By Heidi Rib Brent, Esq.
Independent advisory services such as accountants, attorneys, financial
advisors and HUD- approved house counselors are also generally excluded,
as well as those involved with renegotiating or modifying an existing
mortgage.
Loan Originators must comply with state laws for qualification and must
ensure their employees are fully screened, qualified and trained. Loan
Originators must properly identify themselves in loan documents and are
prohibited from financial incentives that historically were used to steer
consumers to less advantageous loans. Compensation cannot be based on
the interest rate or such terms as whether the loan has a prepayment
penalty or the consumer uses the lender’s affiliate for title insurance.
However, the compensation can vary based on the amount of the loan. Even
though a lender may change terms or pricing to compete for a loan, if a Loan
Originator similarly reduces his or her compensation, it may trigger the
requirements and penalties for high-priced mortgages. For audit and
enforcement purposes, Loan Originators must maintain all agreements for
and records of compensation for three years. Lenders also must maintain agreements for and records
of compensation to Loan Originators for three years.
Thanks to the lobbying efforts of the National Association of Realtors to save seller financing, there are
two exceptions to the onerous new requirements for using Loan Originators: (1) Sellers financing one
property in 12 months and (2) Sellers financing three or fewer properties in 12 months.
The One-Property in 12 months exclusion is available only to sellers who are natural persons,
estates or trusts – no limited liability companies (LLC) or corporations – which eliminates many
investors from this exclusion. The seller must have owned the property being financed and not have
constructed it in the ordinary course of business, which eliminates spec houses. Finally, the loans must
be fixed rates or an adjustable rate that is “reasonable” and won’t reset for at least five years and cannot
include negative amortization. Balloon payment loans currently are permitted.
The Three-Property in 12 months exclusion is available to any seller, including an LLC or
corporation, who owned the properties being financed and not have constructed it in the ordinary
course of business. These loans must be fixed rates or an adjustable rate that is “reasonable” and won’t
reset for at least five years and must be fully amortized. However, those taking advantage of this
exclusion from using a qualified Loan Originator must comply with the Ability to Repay rules,
evaluating the eight factors for a good faith determination that the consumer has a reasonable ability to
repay the loan. (See February’s Newsletter.)
The penalties for violation of the Loan Originator regulations can be quite severe. In a suit filed by the
CFPB against a mortgage company in July 2013, before the more stringent new rules became effective,
the relief sought included restitution for consumers who were upsold on loans and monetary penalties
for each bonus paid to a Loan Originator. The Dodd-Frank Act permits civil penalties of up to
$5,000.00 for each violation; and for class actions, up to $1,000,000.00 or 1% of the lender’s net
worth. Consumers can sue violators directly for damages, including all fees and finance charges paid.
Thus, while the exclusions to Loan Originator regulations facilitate seller carrybacks, real estate brokers
will need to be familiar with these regulations to guide their sellers away from unlawful transactions
without unwittingly coming within the definition of a Loan Originator themselves.

M a r ch
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DON’T MESS WITH NAR!
By Michael J. Monroe, Esq.
Over the years many persons including licensed real estate agents and
brokers have sought to incorporate the word “REALTOR” into their domain name. The National Association of Realtors® (NAR) is very protective of its trademarked term of “REALTOR”.
Recently a couple registered various domain names containing the term
“REALTOR” in the name. Some examples were <realtoreview.com>,
<realtorranking.net> and <realtorreportcard.net>. All of the subject
domain names in question were in turn linked to the registrants’ website that was called “REALTOR REVIEW®.”
NAR has a number of trademark registrations related to the REALTOR
mark (the blue square with a gold “R” inside of it) and owns various domain names such as <realtor.com> and <realtor.org>. In turn, NAR
grants a limited license to its members to use the REALTOR® mark subject to certain restrictions.
NAR, upon learning of the attempted registration of the poaching domain names filed an application with the United States Patent & Trademark Office (USPTO) seeking denial of the Registrants’
application. NAR also filed a complaint with the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)
claiming Registrants’ application was submitted in bad faith and sought the right to have the Registrants’ proposed names turned over to NAR as its property.
The Internet Corporation for Assigned names and Numbers (ICANN) is responsible for the management of certain domain names such as .com and .org. ICANN appointed WIPO as the body to
resolve disputes such as the one in question.
WIPO ruled that NAR had met all the requirements for the transfer of the domain names and ordered the disputed trade names be turned over to NAR. NAR sufficiently demonstrated that the
Registrants did not have a legitimate right or interest to use the domain names. They were not
members of NAR and did not have a license to use the term REALTOR. They also created a false
impression by including the “®” symbol on their website page when in fact USPTO had previously
rejected their attempt to register the mark. Therefore it ruled the Registrants had acted in bad
faith.
As a result the panel ordered that all sixteen (16) domain names in dispute be turned over to
NAR. The moral is “don’t abuse the word REALTOR”. NAR is very, very protective of its valuable
property right in that word and mark.
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FUNDING FOR MAINTENANCE PROJECTS IN HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATIONS, By Carolyn B. Goldschmidt, Esq.
Many homeowners association Boards find themselves in the difficult position of
needing a large sum of money for maintenance projects that can no longer be
deferred; such as roof replacement, exterior painting, or street replacement.
Ideally, the Association has been building reserves to pay for such projects.
However, there is no law in Arizona that addresses the obligation to fund reserves
or the amount of reserves that should be accumulated. One strategy that many
Boards use for planning purposes is to commission a reserve study. Reserve
studies are an analysis of all of the Association maintenance obligations with a
projection of needed funds over the ensuing 10 years or more. This analysis can
be done by a professional or by an internal long range planning budget if the
maintenance obligations are few and uncomplicated.
If there are not adequate reserves for needed maintenance and replacement of
common areas, the Board has three options: (1) to defer or stagger the
maintenance projects while increasing the regular assessment to accumulate
funds; (2) to levy a special assessment; or (3) to borrow the needed funding.
Option #1 may not be feasible if there already has been deferring of maintenance and there are immediate
needs for major maintenance, like roof replacement or street repair. As for special assessments, the Board
must follow the procedure in the Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions (CC&Rs) and,
hopefully, get the Association members to approve the assessment and to pay the assessment when due.
Many CC&Rs have a provision requiring the special assessment to be levied and spent in the same fiscal
year. Another common provision is to require a quorum of 60% for the member vote on special assessments, with approval needed from 2/3rds of the participating voters. If the quorum is not met, another
meeting can be held where the quorum will be only 30% of the members. In any event, special assessments
are never welcome and often bring normally inattentive members to meetings to discover why the special
assessment is required and to encourage (or demand) avoiding or minimizing the assessment.
If the members will not pass a special assessment, the Board can consider a bank loan to fund the needed
repair or improvement projects. Generally, the collateral for the loan will be an assignment of the
Association’s right to collect assessments. From a legal standpoint, there are several considerations for
the Board to make.
The first inquiry for the Board is whether or not the members’ approval is needed before a loan can be
procured. There may be a provision in the CC&Rs or Bylaws that requires member approval before the
Board can borrow money. Repayment of the loan may require an increase in regular assessments, which
may require the approval of the members. And, if the community is a condominium, Section 33-1242(A)
(14) of the Arizona Condominium Act specifically authorizes the Association to assign its right to future
income, including the right to receive assessments from its members. However, this statute states that this
assignment for collateral can be made “only to the extent the [CC&Rs] expressly provides. “ If the CC&Rs do
not have this authorization, an amendment approved by the members will be required to proceed with a
loan. It is more likely that such an amendment will be approved by the members if it states that a member
vote is required before the assignment can be made.
If an association is not a condominium and the Board has no constraints on its proceeding to commit to a
loan, it is still important to inform the members of the prospective loan and how it will be repaid before
proceeding. Oftentimes, a Board will have discussed the prospective loan in several Board meetings and
in newsletters. Nevertheless, since many members don’t attend meetings or pay a lot of attention to the
operations of their homeowners association, it is important for the Board to send a letter or offer a specific
newsletter article or website posting with full information about the loan and maintenance plan, even if
member approval is not required for any facet of the loan transaction.
In conclusion, the worst case scenario would be critical maintenance needs and members’ refusal to increase
the annual assessment, approve a special assessment and/or approve the loan or collateralization for the
loan. At this point, the Association’s Board would have to file a court action to seek a Judge’s order for an
assessment levy or loan approval. In my 26 years of HOA legal representation, I have never seen a funding
issue get to this point and hopefully I never will!
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VACANT LAND OR NEW CONSTRUCTION AND THE
ANTI-DEFICIENCY STATUTE
By Karl MacOmber, Esq.
In January of this year, in BMO Harris Bank v. Wildwood Creek
Ranch, LLC, Division One of the Court of Appeals ruled that
Arizona’s anti-deficiency law does not apply to vacant land, even if
the owner intends to build a dwelling on the land which would
otherwise qualify for the protection of the anti-deficiency statute.
In its ruling, the Court distinguished its prior ruling in M & I
Marshall & Ilsley Bank v. Mueller from 2011, where the Court of
Appeals had ruled that the anti-deficiency statute did apply to a
dwelling under construction, where the trustee’s sale occurred after
construction had been abandoned. In Mueller, the Court found that
the intent of Mueller to occupy the dwelling upon completion
brought the transaction within the scope of the anti-deficiency
statute, but because no construction had begun in the new case, the
protection of the anti-deficiency statute was not available.
Whether you or a client can qualify for the protection of Arizona’s anti-deficiency statute is a
fact-intensive question which is best answered after a consultation with an attorney well versed in
real property law.
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MEET THE STAFF
SALLY MYERS, OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR
Sally Myers, Office Administrator
As Office Administrator for Monroe, McDonough,
Goldschmidt & Molla, P.L.L.C., Sally Myers provides the
managerial support for the firm’s attorneys and staff.
Sally directs and manages human resources, finances and
facility needs for the firm while working closely with the
Partners in developing the strategic business plans.
In an effort to create and support a team of legal
professionals dedicated to earning client satisfaction,
Sally draws upon her over 25 years of experience in the
legal field. She has held various support positions
including legal assistant and secretary, along with office management. Sally relocated
to Tucson in 2001 and has previously worked for two Tucson law firms in their
corporate/business divisions.

MARK YOUR CALENDAR—Tucson March Events
1-30—Janaina Tschäpe: Floating
Worlds

20-23—The High Chaparral Reunion

1-29—Tucson Invitational Games

22—The Silver Spike Festival

1-22—Around the World in 80 Days

22—Star Party Astronomy Event

10—Butterfly Magic at the Gardens

23—Joffrey Ballet—American Legends

10-14—Arizona Jazz Week

23—Arizona Distance Classic

12-17—Tucson Tango Festival

25-30—Broadway—I Love Lucy

14-16—Tucson Bicycle Classic

27-30—Tucson Cine Mexico 2014

15—St. Patrick’s Day Parade & Festival

28—TSO Rocks the Fox—80’s Hits

15-16—Tubac ArtWalk

28-30—Spring Home & Garden Show

15-16—Tucson Festival of Books

28—European & Japanese Music

15-16—Tombstone Wild West Days

28-30—Spring Artisans Market

16-23—Winter Chamber Music Festival

29-30 SAACA Chalk Art Festival

21-23—4th Ave Spring Street Fair
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ARIZONA FASCINATING
FACTS
The best-preserved meteor crater
in the world is located near
Winslow, Arizona.

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE

4578 N. First Avenue
Suite 160

Monroe McDonough Goldschmidt & Molla (MMGM) is a real estate and business law firm. Our attorneys and staff believe that
each client must experience the difference that genuine care and
concern can make. We strive to achieve the client's objectives
while delivering unwavering personal service in an honest,
aggressive and comprehensive manner. We refer to this as our
Clients for Life program. MMGM provides outstanding counsel
and unparalleled representation in the following areas of law:

Tucson, AZ 85718
Phone: 520-325-2000
Fax: 520-886-3527
TucsonAzRealEstateAttorneys.com

mmgm-law.com

Real Estate - Personal Injury
Business and Entity Formation
Civil and Commercial Litigation - Construction Defect
Contracts - Estate Planning—Probate
Homeowner Association (HOA)
Appeals - Arbitration and Mediation Services
Motor Vehicle Warranty Defense
Product Liability - Transactional
Labor and Employment

HONEST
AGGRESSIVE
PROFESSIONAL
Legal Disclaimer: The legal information presented in
this Newsletter should not be construed to be formal
legal advice, nor the formation of a lawyer or
attorney client relationship. Any results set forth
herein are based upon the facts of that particular
case and do not represent a promise or guarantee.
Please contact a Lawyer for a consultation on your
particular legal matter. This Newsletter is not
intended to solicit clients for matters outside the
state of Arizona.
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